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SPECULATIONS ON PANENTHEISM IN LITERATURE, SINLESS 

SINNERS AND DEMONIC GOOD ANGELS IN 

CHILDREN AND LORD OF THE FLIES 

 

                                              ABSTRACT 

This study applies an interdisciplinary and comparative approach to the selected works through 

panentheistic philosophy to visualize the abstract expressions and perception of theology and 

philosophy on panentheism using concrete and representational expressions of the selected 

novels. In the dystopian work Lord of the Flies by William Golding, this study benefits the 

limitless opportunities fiction offers  to unveil the problem of evil and goes beyond the boundaries 

of  the teachings, experiences and social norms the human world. The dystopian fiction Lord of 

the Flies, which portrays the inner and subconscious conflict between good and evil within 

individuals, is scrutinized from a panentheistic perspective to question the existence of evil. 

 by Salman Rushdie, as a genre of magic realism and historiographic 

metafiction, will enlighten the study to reveal the conflicts between destruction and creation to 

clarify the problem of evil which is ambiguous from a panenthestic view. 

Keywords: 

Lord of the Flies, panentheism in Russian philosophy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most religions compose a belief that God (Gods/Goddesses) created the world and the 

universe. This belief leads people to show their respect to nature itself, and this respect 

even exists in pseudo-religions created by humans. This belief means that there is always 

an authority who is above everything. While defining the existence and meaning of God, 

some philosophers equates  God with Nature while others state that God is above Nature 

but stays ever-ready in the nature, which indicates Nature itself and every entity in  nature 

we see is the reflection of God (Pappas, 2017). In this regard, Panentheism presents us a 

possibility of modern religions.  
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Before interpreting the selected novels, it is important to understand the concept of 

panetheism, its meaning and interpretations. In the nineteenth century, the term 

1832) in 1829: 

The pan

(en theos). Whereas pantheists hold that the totality of the universe and God 

are identical without remainder, panentheists think that, although the totality of the universe 

Rabbah 68:9). (Burns, 2018, p. 6-7)  

In the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 

doctrine 

tly after 

maintained the philosophy of panentheism, which became subject matter for 

contemporary Christian theologians, historians of Western esotericism, process 

philosophers, scholars of non-Christian religious traditions, philosophers such as Charles 

-Christian 

religious traditions, and researchers attempting to find adequate ways of theorizing the 

well-

In Main, 2017, p. 1124). Furthermore, in their studies, Loriliai Biernacki and Philip 

Clayton exposed panentheistic discourses situated in Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, 

Tibetan Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism, and Confucianism (Main, 2017, p. 1108). 

Panentheism is an open-ended philosophy as philosophers, scholars and theologists assert 

many different categories, perspectives and distinctions on the definition or the frame of 

panentheism (See Attfield, 2019; Baltzly 2010, Bracken, 2014; Burns, 2018; Caresse, 

panentheism has deep roots. Yet, despite some prominent advocates, it has not truly 

flouris
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 (Clayton and Peacocke qtd. in Bracken, 

2015, p. 207).  

The recent standpoints on panentheism emerge from the contrastive investigation of 

ethical systems in the Hebrew and Egyptian/Babylonian theology by Assmann who is a 

pioneer among contemporary philosophers and theologists. One of the points on the 

-like 

dies, archetypal theories and 

definitions of good and evil, are also revealed as panentheistic discourses (Jung cited in 

in Main, 2017, p. 1109).  

Accordingly, the world is (i

the world not only derives its existence from God, but also returns to God, while 

preserving the characteristics of being a creature. The relations between God and the 

world are (in some sense) 

existence apart from G

is wholly dependent on God, God could exist independently of the actual world and of 

 the beginning of God is not 

based on any force. God takes power from himself and the cosmos is the sub-creation of 

God. God exists before and after the cosmos. Nevertheless, God is both inside and outside 

the cosmos. In this manner, it might be interpreted that a human who inhabits the world 

is not totally independent of the existence of God. On the contrary, to the finite 

existence/power of human, God has infinite existence, power and potential; he is not in a 

-

like brain, and therefore cannot have thoughts that are constrained, as ours are, by the 

part of God in the cosmos can affect his existence or power: 

is Spirit, dwells in his creation as a whole, and in every individual 

created being, by virtue of his Spirit holding them together and keeping them in life. The 
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inner secret of creation is the indwelling 

presence o

motivation of the doctrine of divine omnipresence, then, is not to pretend that all things are 

God, but to locate all things within the divine presence, which is the only source of all 

and also in which God can be understood as present and dwelling in everything. (Moltmann 

and Clayton quoted in Attfield, 2019, p. 174)  

In this part, here come the questions related to the problem of evil in Panentheistic 

-mindedness, 

f God is the 

creator and is responsible for the power of humans to transcend themselves and engender 

new constructions through their free will, which is either for good or evil, and if God 

embodies the cosmos, universe, world and human in himself, why does he allow such 

evil? Is the creation of evil compatible with a loving God? In short, panenthestic 

philosophy has the stance that God is infinite and independent, and his existence is free 

of any other existences; he compounds the existence of other universes, cosmos and the 

world with humankind; which means, the finite cosmos, world, nature and human stand 

he encompasses humans who are finite. So, why did God transmit part of his power in a 

limited form to humans? In this study, we will compose three answers to interpret the 

problem of evil in Lord of the Flies and  from a panentheistic 

n is gifted with; the second 

stance is the reflections of God through opposite qualities; the third statement is the 

evolution and advancement of human nature/character. 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PANENTHEISM IN RUSSIAN 

PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE 

Russian Orthodox culture contains a tendency of pantheistic worldview philosophy where 

God equals Nature. The adoption of Christianity and its development in the Russian 

culture maintains of the pagan deification of Nature. This feature of Russian Orthodoxy 

and Russian culture was well described by Trubetskoy (1995, pp. 295-301, 370-380, 398-

404), who claimed that Russian icon-painting of the 14-16th centuries clearly shows a 
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desire for rapprochement between the heavenly, divine world and the earthly, human 

world; this is what distinguishes Russian icon painting from its Byzantine type. Especially 

express the unity of God and earthly reality, divine light fills the entire space of the image 

and means the presence of God is in every element of being; at the same time, it is a man 

who is able to fully absorb the divine light and unite with God, thereby revealing his or 

her divine perfection. 

In the first half of the 19th century, when independent philosophical thought was 

emerging in Russia, pantheistic tendencies became determinative due to the enormous 

influence of Schelling. The first independent system of Russian philosophy, the system 

of Chaadayev, clearly shows signs of pantheism. For Chaadayev (1991), God is the power 

of unity, acting throughout the world and leading the world to a state of absolute unity. 

the world process. With this concept, Chaadayev began the tradition of the philosophy of 

total unity, which can be understood as an original version of pantheism, characteristic of 

Russian thought. 

According to Chaadayev (1991), the main force opposing the divine power and 

introducing dissonance and fragmentation into being is the individual, arbitrary freedom 

of a person; in this regard, Chaadayev argues that the main task of a human is to overcome 

his or her individual freedom, leading to merging with the divine power and subordinating 

himself or herself to it. 

A similar concept can be found in the philosophy of Vladimir Solovyov (1988), his 

pantheistic ideas are clearly influenced by the ideas of Schelling, Hegel and Spinoza. 

Describing the world process, Solovyov comes to the conclusion that his goal is the state 

of all-unity, that is, the transition of the world to a perfect, divine state in which the world 

connects with God.  

Pantheistic features can be traced in the philosophical worldview of Dostoevsky. Marya 

stoevsky, 1995) says that the Mother of God is 
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personalism, with the recognition of the absolute metaphysical significance of every 

human person. 

In the 20th century Semyon Frank moved from the philosophy of pantheism to 

panentheism where Being is regarded as the Absolute All-unity. According to Frank, the 

God-Absolute, which is the existential foundation of the world, receives the features of a 

superpersonal (and not impersonal) Absolute, which means that the connection to it by a 

human person must be understood as a mystical act that takes a person beyond his or her 

personal limitations. God cannot be equal to singular beings, however, his participation 

divine (Frank 1998, p. 49). Nothing exists outside of God, but all the world in its 

wholeness is -in-

fill 

and become positive, being from the Primary Self, and the Truth merges in an absolutely 

harmonious All-in- p. 518-519). 

He considers evil as something, which a human should be responsible for since God 

created a divine and perfect World and God is not a source of evil. Thus, evil is not part 

of this God-Absolute and it is not part of Being. Evil cannot surpass Good. According to 

 precisely in the fact that he exaggerates the unity between God and all the 

takes responsibility. A person falls into evil, he or she submits to the forces of evil that 

take him or her as a prisoner. That is why, a person participating in evil must feel the 

responsibility and guilt for the evil that is happening (Frank, 2007). 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PANENTHEISTIC PHILOSOPHY AND 

SELECTED WORKS  AND LORD OF THE 

FLIES ON THE PROBLEM OF EVIL 

This research embodies abstract reasoning on panentheism in a reified comprehension in 

the fictional  secondary worlds of the selected novels to find out solutions to the problem 
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of evil in primary human world (the physical world humans live in/ the limits of 

experiences, knowledge or teachings imposed in that world) as Tolkien clarifies. Fantasy 

works propose humans to go beyond the limits of their primary worlds and have limitless 

imagination or perception to find solutions for problems from the limitless perspective 

proposed in fictional works (Tolkien, 2016 , is 

about the challenge of evil and good. Rushdie blends the fight with magical realism and 

Tolkien, 2016). 

The novel does not present or prescribe the state of goodness as the only option. On the 

contrary, it combines good and evil in the plot structure, which depicts both notions as 

powers granted humankind which is also a subject matter in panentheism. The novel 

reveals good and evil given to humankind by the Creator, which are means of self-

realization, and fit their free will. Similar to panentheist philosophy, in the novel, humans 

act using the power of good or evil, and face the consequences of their choices. Through 

the novel, Rushdie portrays the connection of God with his creations through the proposed 

power of good and evil, which also has common ground in panentheism.  

Moreover, the analysis of cultural phenomenon through isolated settings is useful for 

readers to dissociate themselves from the subject of the study. As Postmodernism is 

known to deconstruct the social norms of society, isolation is a popular means for writers 

to have readers criticize themselves from an outside perspective. In works that explore 

the morals of society, protagonists may function as the translator between the reader and 

the setting. The protagonist can also be the channel to represent the emotional reactions 

of the readers. It is important for protagonists to embody a wider range of emotions for 

readers with different personalities to sympathise with them. Lord of the Flies is a 

postmodern novel that features a nurturing island as the embodiment of God and the 

complex power struggle and violence of children as the existence of evil in human nature. 

The novels and Lord of the Flies are interpreted from a panentheist 

perspective in the next sections to reveal the problem of evil, and give possible 

explanations for the existence and role of evil.  
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A response to the problem of evil: Free will  

rough evolution and through 

human history, might be expected to provide free persons with opportunities for moral 

choices. A good God might credibly grant freedom of choice to conscious agents, for the 

sake of their being able freely to choose to do his/he Attfield

the origin of everything is a living energy, then we can access this energy and reunite with 

-Creating 

 (Bruteau quoted in Schmitt, 2018, p. 38). It is God, who created and determined 

everything in the cosmos; yet, humans are left free to change.  

God created the cosmos and left the rest to the will of humans; people can develop and 

change it, or destroy it. That means God creates humans in a neutral embryo like the 

notion encompassing humans with the power of both evil and good and lets them 

complete their own creation and evolution in either way in the sense of identical and 

moral value in the form of human nature and character. This is the power denoted to 

humans, to complete their own being. Nevertheless, no evil that people can do is beyond 

human history reveals that reality. However, we need to clarify that the power given by 

God to humans to evolve or enhance themselves does not make them god-like because it 

is a finite power designed by an infinite God who has endless power to recreate endlessly.  

In , on the eve of the Independence of Pakistan, from the night of 

August 14 to August 15 1947, 1,001 unusual children were born:  

of whom was, through 

some freak of biology, or perhaps owing to some preternatural power of the moment, or 

just conceivably by sheer coincidence, endowed with features, talents or faculties which 

can only be described as miraculous. (Rushdie, 1980, p. 196).  

The miracle here was the gifted children who were armored with such power to change 

the creatures or environment they were in. 1,001 miraculous incidents take place at that 

night, and these miraculous children can act freely to choose what they want to become, 

or do whatever they wish to do. The proposed power and choice by God for the children 
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to create or destroy depicted in the novel are reflected through panentheistic philosophy. 

As is in panentheism, God is the sole power and the sole creator who has the sole control 

over the cosmos, to create, to destroy, or to change it. Yet, he bestows his power of 

creation and destruction on the children, which might be interpreted as the practice of 

godhood for the children which enables them to act like gods.  

In Lord of the Flies, the island where the story takes place is a reflection of the omnipotent 

power and the forgiveness of God. It is depicted in such a way to emphasize its purity: 

 and terrace 

and sand and lagoon to make a raised jetty four feet high. The top of this was covered 

 (Golding, 

2001, p. 5). The island is nurturing, forgiving and a potential ground where children can 

practise their free will. Like God, the island can exist independently. In panentheistic 

study, the island is the provider of free will and the example of pure goodness. Pureness 

comes from the fact that island remains the only entity that is not corrupted by free will. 

Throughout the story, the majority of children involved in harmful acts, especially during 

the killing of Simon which reminds us of the Biblical first bloodshed in the story of Cain 

and Abel. However, the island remains as the provider of blessings or the endower it has 

been since the start of the novel. Unchanged nature of the island is one of the indicators 

of omnipotence. The island is a shelter amidst the war. Due to the choices made by evil 

children (evil as the conscious act of indulging in evil acts), the harmonious depiction of 

the island contrasts heavily with the state the island is in at the end of the book. However, 

the change the island experiences does not originate from its self-creating system. The 

 

preserving the power of destruction, the island remains passive and forgiving like God, 

enabling children to practise their free will.  

Upon their arrival, the children are wearing school uniforms. Their attire functions as a 

representation of civilization. Unfortunately, the social conditioning and the uniforms 

themselves decay gradually and lose their relevance. Since there is no adult presence on 

the island, the children are free to do whatever they like. The only drive that influences 

their actions are basic human needs, the rest are the cause of their practice of free will. 
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actions. 

A response to the problem of evil: Opposite reflections of qualities  

influence, either for good or evil, will be analyzed as a response to the problem of evil. 

in and through the activities 

out of the divine potencies and into a divine 

environment [which is interpreted as free will in the previous section]; the activity of 

created beings is made possible by the divine patience; the presence of God in the world 

is the space free for 

Attfield, 2019, p. 175).  

In other words, God creates other beings/humankind and gives them the potential and 

power to create themselves. In this regard, humans possess power, which emerges from 

or reflects some qualities of God to create and influence the world. However, human 

-

(Attfield, 2019, p. 172); nevertheless, the existence of the world and humans who are 

Attfield, 2019, p. 173). 

God is not dependent on any creatures that he created and empowered. It is because God 

determined each law of nature at the beginning before the creation of the universe, and 

later, designated limited power to his creatures to set a self-creative and organizing system 

in a limited time, which is equal 

holds limitless power, endless time and endless potential to recreate, and can recreate the 

destruction of his creation endlessly. In this perspective, the self-creating system in 

panentheism might be interpreted as the power devoted to chance, recreate, influence or 

affect (which is a common discourse in unitarian basis, Jews, Muslims and Unitarians) 

(see Attfield, 2019, p. 175). Being created with a gift, which is power from God, cannot 

be interpreted as a god-like being. Burns proposes that in panentheism philosophy, a 
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-

 (Burns, 2019). 

Through the above mentioned philosophy of panentheism it might be advocated that the 

creation of evil also has another function which is to reflect the opposite qualities of 

goodness to make all qualities clear and comprehensible, as qualities or features are 

grasped through their opposites. However, God does not have any opposite or opponent 

in the cosmos, but his qualities have. That is why humans cannot comprehend God 

without the degree of his qualities. At this point, God gives humans some limited form of 

his own qualities, one of which is power. God and his power are eternal and limitless, and 

he created humans finite with limited power to enable them to grasp the endless cycle of 

the cosmos, which is far beyond their possession. 

God created evil as the opposite reflection of his goodness. For instance, humans 

understand the power of God through their own weakness; humans understand the degree 

with their transience. Humankind, who is always in need, understands that God is not in 

need of anything because limited qualities are characteristic of created ones, not of the 

creator. He lets his creation, humankind, taste a modicum of his absolute endless and 

eternal qualities; make humans comprehend his endless and eternal qualities and power.  

To make it clear we might say that, for example, to understand the degree of temperature, 

we need to know hot/cold; the degree of light is perceived with the degree of dark; the 

atiety; we understand 

how important a generous donation is when we are deprived of it. It is the degree of 

brutality we encounter that enables us to understand the importance of mercy for creatures 

 state of being weak teaches 

mercilessness of beings. How much humans need or seek mercy, justice and grace being 

weak and defenseless, they acquire the importance of those in that degree. Humans grasp 

the degree of justice in the degree of injustice. Humans might be happy when they avenge 

happy as being the ones who have experienced this oppression. We understand the worth 

of health in illness; and the worth of freedom in imprisonment; and the value of love in 
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cosmos, through evil, which is also a creation by God, in God. 

In this regard, if every quality can be known by its opposite, it might be proposed that 

unattainable quality of goodness, mercy, grace and grandeur. God knows the truth about 

everything in the universe; but humans can only know the truth as much as the potential 

of their body and mind, which are limited. If humans did not know evil, they would not 

know beauty, justice or mercy. When humans compare their own p

endless system, they admit that their own power is as weak as they are in the cosmos. In 

other words, humans realize that the power that dwells in the world and generates it, in 

the same manner, indwells humans. At this point, humans appreciate that all existing 

power in the cosmos, even their own power, is from and belongs to God. The notion of 

opposites, which are sensible in their degrees, is the same in the existence of evil. 

In , at the beginning of the creation of the 1,001 children, the children 

chose to be with Saleem Sinai because of his ability to create a conference in his mind 

quality, w

sunrise, I had discovered that the voices could be controlled-I was a radio receiver, and 

could turn the volume down or up; I could select individual voices; I could even, by an 

effort of will; switch off my newly-  

Despite the fact that the amongst 1,001 children there are a great variety of abilities, Shiva 

midnight 

two of us were born on the stroke of midnight. Saleem and Shiva, Shiva and Saleem, nose 

war (of Rama, 

who could draw the undrawable bow; of Arjuna and Bhima; the ancient prowess of Kurus 

the 

0). They both had 

the greatest power equal in degree, which was to lead, construct, create, upgrade their 

social constructions, or enhance their people in nature. Their power was a reflection of 

 God and the degree of his 
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qualities. Due to their positions in this society, both Shiva and Saleem were eligible to 

become leaders but they went into different directions by their own choice; one became 

God, and the other evil. The reflections of God in their nature transform them into 

different characters; this is the significance of free will for self-creation, either as good or 

evil. 

into mirrors and re-emerging through any reflective surface in the land through lakes 

unique qualities in a degree, which are correlated with each other and require unity and 

, they all accept Saleem as their leader and act in unity and 

harmony as the parts of the power in a body, as the reflections of God who created the 

cosmos, the world and humankind, in a body sharing a system of power in a degree which 

is to act in harmony to enhance.   

In Lord of the Flies, it is possible to observe how the children reflect the qualities of God 

in a micro-level dimension. In the early actions of the children, reasons for certain violent 

actions can be excused or found necessary. However, with each act of violence, the 

dosage increases. Multiple choices indicate the presence of free will in the actions of the 

children. Characters like Jack and Roger in contrast to Simon and Piggy display how 

le some seek to destroy, others seek 

civilized methods and focus on establishing a functional social order. Piggy thinks of a 

make a sundial. We could put a stick in t

build a plane, a TV set and even a steam engine, further emphasizing the maturity of 

f civilization and the functionality of good will, 

Piggy is the most important character in the novel. His spectacles are symbolic. They are 

used to start fire to create smoke to attract passing ships. Furthermore, he plans to use 

sticks for a sundial by utilizing the power of the sun (the power of God) and the physics 
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ability to 

the sun. Piggy is the symbol of reason, science, order and the fragile balance of life. 

power given to Piggy is stolen and corrupted by the other boys, the fire functions as a 

chubby body 

and the problems with his eyesight represent how fragile the intellectual harmony can be. 

fat, his asthma and his matter-of-fact ideas were dull, but there was always a little pleasure 

 (Golding, 2001, p. 54).  He 

is certainly not a boy that can maintain his intellectual sanity in a survival-of-the-fittest 

oriented structure. As the death of Piggy marks the end of intellectual and scientific 

the true, wise friend call

heavily focused on physical strength and control over good will is no place to live in. It 

is impossible to maintain any environment where the goodness is swallowed by ruthless 

savagery.   

Sim

persisting source of fear on the island has been the potential of a beast before the exchange 

htmares of 

such a fearful entity. During the hallucination, Simon is told that the beast resides in all 

 (Golding, 2001, p. 128). The very fact that young children 

have nightmares about the beast indicates the existence of evil within their psyche. As 

Simon investigates the source of fear, he realizes that the corpse of the parachutist is 

inanimate, and the corpse is not a beast. He rushes to let the others know. His arrival is 

the precise moment when he encounters the beasts. Boys covered in paint, chasing after 

him making barbaric noises, killing Simon. The level of violence on the island is 

gradually increasing. So far, only pigs were hunted on the island, which could have been 
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excused as an act of survival. However, the death of Simon was caused by murderous 

crowd surged after it, poured down the rock, leapt on to the beast, screamed, struck, bit, 

 (Golding, 2001, p. 136). 

nurturing or beneficial for anyone. The death of Simon could be a misunderstanding. 

However, the misunderstanding would have been easily avoided if boys had used reason 

before instinct.  

A response to the problem of evil: Self-creating beings 

As a third response to the problem of evil from the  panentheistic perspective, it might be 

inferred that evil has a parasite-like function which leads human nature to evolve and 

advance to be a powerful and challenging one. Michael Ruse answers the question of evil 

-like ill 

nature, into evil (Attfield, 2019, p. 177), and which is for humans to challenge. 

Reichenbach and Southgate (qtd. in Attfield, 2019, p. 177) explain the reason why God 

lets evil into the  cosmos: God empowered creatures/humans with an open system in the 

cosmos in which humans use their free will for either good or evil, and which is to flourish 

and advance their character and being. The opposite reflections of goodness in evil and 

are all for humans, who are equipped and furnished with mind, free will, and power. 

Humans, who are between evil and good, are to choose to enhance themselves for good 

or evil. Human choices and actions will advance them in the degree of either good or evil; 

ight credibly allow a cognitive distance between the perspective of human 

agents and their attainment of a clear vision of the path of salvation, for the sake of the 

Attfield, 2019, p. 176).  

According to Mol -

system which engenders new constructions and evolutions which  have inconceivable 

Attfield, 

2019, p. 175). In this stance, it is not coincidence that God empowered the creatures in a 

self-transcendent system; on the contrary, God created such an empowered system on 

opposes that and c
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-creating. 

Furthermore, the system is predetermined and limited by God who has limitless power 

over the creatu

not least through the creative action of natural processes, which are also acts of the 

Attfield, 2019, p.  175).  

Humans take actions and evolve depending on their own choices, and God is also active 

in his human creations and on the ground and in the cosmos he proposed to human service 

for their self- -

-

moral value. This proposed free will is not freedom-from, but freedom-to, the creator 

(Cranwell, 2010, p. 219); the free will here is to return to God (Attfield, 2019, p. 175); as 

a man dwells in God, and is a part of God.  

Burn (Burns, 2019) clarifies the problem of evil in the panentheistic view by the 

 

by Iris 

reedom 

from the dominion 

Burns, 

2019, pp. 7- 17).  

responsible for participating in divine action by attempting to change the world for the 

better. Just as the human body sends white cells to fight an infection, so human persons, 
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guided by God the Good, can become the metaphorical white cells which work to heal 

Burns, 2019, pp. 7-17). In this sense, evil exists in the cosmos, 

which is a horrendous and cancer-like, disease spreading the white cell of God the World; 

yet, a human is not alone to face the evil; humankind is armored with the inspiration of 

God the Good to overcome it. This does imply that human is active in cosmos to advance, 

change or influence it. God gives humans the power to generate existing beings, either to 

spread evil or advance  goodness, which depends on human choice, free will, and moral 

value. Humans are obliged to challenge evil using their gifted power and free will. If 

humans are gifted with power to create, develop or advance goodness, which is reflection 

of God, they are obliged to do it, and are to take action. If humans are gifted with mind 

and reasoning, they are obliged to be conscious of, and scrutinize the relationship or 

difference between good and evil.  

The antagonist of , Shiva, who was named after the Hindu God of 

Destruction, (Rushdie, 1980, p. 126-127), combines his free will and power that is given 

on the same night with the other 1,000 children to hold the supreme power and take the 

control of other children. In his childhood, he had only his father to take care of him. 

Nevertheless, his environment, social life and the other children caused the emergence of 

the bad temper in his nature day by day; as, while they were growing up, other kids teased 

Shiva because of his pale and weak nature (Rushdie, 1980, p. 127). All the problematic 

social constructions and the environment he grew up in and the problems he experienced 

drew him to breaking point where he chose evil in the notion of self-destruction by the 

means of the power God proposed which was being gifted as self-creation or self-

destruction. At first sight, it seems Shiva is under the burden of his name; yet, he chose 

to destroy not only himself but everything that stood against him. His power from God 

turns into revenge, which is evil. His will to get revenge on the God who created him in 

that world, led him into a state in which he acted as if he gained endless and invincible 

power challenging against everything he encountered, even the creator. Shiva desired to 

 

The bad and evil temper of Shiva does not date back to his birth and is not the creation of 

was, nothing on earth would have induced him to point in the direction of the 
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-kneed, unwashed boy. Even though he would grow up, this Shiva, 

self-creation. Instead of being a hero of goodness for the children, he chose to be a villain.  

Although Saleem was one of the most powerful of the children, his power did not 

transform him into an evil being. In fact, being gifted, Saleem acted like a prophet among 

the children and delivered their messages to each other. This gift enhanced his good 

temper and his spirit, and made him more ambitious to help the children, which is the 

state of self-creation and social construction for goodness. This helped him improve his 

ability and he started collecting information about the children so that he can help the 

iscovering, one by one, the secrets of the fabulous 

beings who had suddenly arrived in my mental field of vision, collecting them 

 

In Lord of the Flies, the reflection of panentheist self-creating philosophy either in good 

or evil is observed in children significantly. The children alone on the isolated island are 

now to create a system and evolve as individuals. They will not be the same as once they 

were under the protection of their parents. When they were with their parents, they were 

deprived of power. Quite the reverse, on the island, they possess the power to create for 

themselves the new world they are in. Roger is the most problematic among the characters 

due to the sheer evil potential in his character. His action against the twins is an early 

glimpse of the evil tingling inside him as well as a foreshadowing of what is going to 

miss. They started and Sam only just kept his footing. Some source of power began to 

 (Golding, 2001, p. 158). The intention of harming someone and 

deliberately missing the shot emphasizes the struggle between evil potential and social 

conditioning. The reason Roger misses the shot 

upbringing stopped him from putting his evil ideas into action, as shown in  the uniform. 

Yet, the freedom provided by the environment of the island gave him the incentive he 

needed to experiment with his essence. As Roger grows with evil, the size of the stones 

used can be compared to the evil sprouting inside him, which is an example of self-

creating philosophy in panentheism.   
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Like Roger, Jack flinches and misses the shot when he is hunting for food for the first 

time. His prey flees and he promises himself that the next time he will be more enduring: 

o decide where to 

increase in violence and evil within the children. Both Roger and Jack have evil as 

parasite within them. Both characters were between evil and good, tamed by social 

conditioning. Their hesitation to act in an evil way is due to their adaptation to society. 

However, their active choices reinforce the evil parasite, which ultimately takes control 

- icle sheds light on the 

importance of social conditioning. All the boys were conditioned to behave properly in 

the sense of not indulging in activities that can hurt other beings meaninglessly, directly 

or indirectly. 

Another example of self-creating philosophy in panentheism is Jack. Social conditioning 

is not impenetrable. Jack paints his face with clay and charcoal because he thinks his 

pinkish face is not suitable for hunting. A pinkish face can be indicative of pureness: 

the mask was a thing on its own, behind which Jack hid, liberated from shame and self-

savage persona helps him disassociate himself from the social norms he had been taught, 

unleashing the potential of evil within.  

Creating a system or a structure in the world order is another example of the power offered 

to humans. The concept of social order can be observed in the various rules the children 

establish on the island. They gather around at the sound of conch shell, establishing a 

democratic social structure and appoint a leader for the group. They create subunits to 

focus on duties for the good of the whole. However, as they spend more time on the 

island, most rip off their civilized attire and gradually shift towards savagery. Duties are 

not carried out properly, and they destroy the freedom of speech by destroying the conch 

point onward. The gradual change of the children while they were transforming or shifting 

into evil is of the essence in a panentheistic view because the shift from goodness into 
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evil occurs through upgrading processes, which are the experiences of many choices 

through free will; they freely and willingly choose to act in an evil way.  

 

permit his own body to be infiltrated in this way? Can God be all-good while existing 

evil? If man/evil has power to engender or evolve the universe, can God still be 

Burns, 2019, p. 19). Through the regard 

of the God-human-evil relation in panentheistic view, we might say that God grants power 

to a human from his own endless supremacy to advance his nature in the world or cosmos. 

that ne

is contrasted with the infinite power and creation of God. It is because a finite power 

cannot destroy or influence an infinite power, which has the endless knowledge and 

p

human power, which is limited and finite, and God is in communication with humans. A 

 

Let us suppose metaphorically that the creation of nature, human and evil as a computer 

game, and God as the programmer of the software of this game, who can create infinite 

kinds of software endlessly. In this supposition, God puts humans into the world of the 

computer game, teaches people the technical information of the game to enable them to 

use the system in this simulated world, and gives them free will and power to change this 

fictional system using the information. Humans can improve, have fun in harmony, or 

destroy everything created in the game. This power and choice are up to humans, and 

 In this sense, 

or his game? Or, can people create a lasting and endless impact on him or the game? 

Which evil action in this game can create lasting and endless destruction? In a similar 

sense, can any evil action in the cosmos have any impact on eternal God, who has endless 
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power to recreate endlessly? When we consider the size of the universe and the galaxies 

which seems to be endless as we have not discovered the whole yet, we can see that a 

man or evil in man, in fact, has no effect enough to move even a leaf in the game. When 

or loss of their actions performed in the game. The gains or loss here would be nothing 

more than their own self, and their own nothingness.  

For another assumption, let us consider the light and energy of the sun; just as a person 

who receives fire from the sun as from a candle either to brighten or burn the environment. 

In this regard, humankind can neither diminish the light/fire of the sun, nor harm the sun; 

he or she cannot declare himself or herself a sun as well. That means, when the powers 

are compared in degree, neither the evil nor goodness of a man can influence God; they 

are just symbolic. People are gifted with evil and good. The results of his or her 

each of their actions, which are limited and in a limited world. When we consider the 

God-human-evil relation, we may see that God gives part of his power to both humans 

and evil. The power which is given to humans has two functions; to reconstruct or destroy. 

Yet, the power which evil possesses is only to destroy.  

Everything in the universe is within the knowledge and power of God, as he is the one 

who created all. God creates; human acts, either for good or evil. Gregerson interprets the 

egarded as the 

self-realization of the divine life. In the end, the Spirit will work to reconcile the created 

and alienated world with eternal being. At the same time, evil, supposedly a necessary 

outcome of the emergence of humanity, becomes absorbed by G Attfield, 

2019, p. 172). 

In 

perceives himself and his power above every other creature, and he also perceives himself 

as the sole limitless power to own or 

1980, pp. 220-221). Saleem reminds Shiva that they are there for a purpose, they are not 

a God, can be defeated and are nothing without each other as they were created in such a 

form which requires unity and harmony to act for goodness by the means of their gifted 
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the Conference; without 

pp. 220-221). This may be a declaration of war but they both knew that they cannot be a 

powerful among them. As individuals, even being gifted, none of them can be a God; they 

can only be part of God.  

Saleem Sinai tells us that his grandfather was a Muslim until the day he hit his nose while 

ushed diamonds 

(Rushdie, 1980, p. 4). His rejection or challenge to the authority of God, and his 

declaration of independence does not bring him the level of authority, as his power or 

infinite power.   

In Lord of the Flies

along the beach. The contrast between human pyromania and the eternally rejuvenating 

nature of the island symbolizes how the existence of good and evil are depicted in this 

article. While the evil is absorbed by God through nature, embracing the dead bodies and 

giving them everlasting shelter, evil is a lingering presence in minds, looking for a 

moment of weakness.  

no excuse. The sheer sadism of Roger is fully unleashed. The destruction of the conch 

symbolizes the extinction of any functional social order. After experiencing the 

empowering sensation of being able to overpower others, the seed of evil quickly evolves 

and takes control of the action of children. 

Jack sets the whole island on fire to force Ralph out of his hiding place. The tactic itself 

is close to atomic bomb attacks in human history. The cause of action for the destruction 

of nature is purely personal o

children, but it continues to exist throughout the lifespan of individuals. Therefore, it is a 

constant matter of choice to be good and remain good or be evil.  
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-level dimension of the world as the 

creation of God who dwells in the human and offers the power of self-creation to perceive 

 as the macro-level. In other words, on the island, the 

children are able to create their own personality and society. They take responsibility to 

create or destroy a social system, or respect or destroy others, which is psychologically 

or mentally the state of godhood, or an experience of feeling themselves as God. It might 

be interpreted as a micro-level dimension of godhood. For example, with an atomic bomb, 

Hiroshima was destroyed. A generation was devastated by it. It is the similar state 

observed in J

of the micro-

t 

is compared to the whole universe, and as the island has a renewable natural system as 

this island is the moment that is offered to the children for their self-creation, not the 

whole time of the island in an enduring system. They destroyed the moment they lived 

in. When the moment they exist on the island ends, the island renews itself and a new 

 opportunity for 

self-creation offered to humanity. It is a state of self-destruction. Little children on a little 

island with little power display the brunt violence and total destruction challenging the 

creation of others and themselves. As in a testing laboratory, in the micro-level 

-level dimension of 

evil that dwells in humans.  

CONCLUSION 

To expose the problem of evil and the inner and subconscious conflicts of humans 

between good and evil, the selected dystopian works Lord of the Flies by William Golding 

and  by Salman Rushdie are analysed through a comparative 

panentheistic perspective. Through the analysis of the panentheistic standpoint it is 

revealed that God is in a permanent connection and unity with humans. Any behavior, 

any choice, any decision, any question or answer, and any step taken by a human is a 
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communication between God and a human. By giving them an opportunity to choose and 

take decisions, God empowers people with free will.  

In conclusion, God dwelled humans in a perfect system and served them power and free 

will to advance themselves and nature to complete their embryo like state. God proposes 

human life, which is in an embryo like state, and offers them many abilities and 

opportunities to grow their own state, and shape it in accordance with their own decisions 

willingly and freely. Even, humans have chances to shift their state into good or evil at 

any time or at any level in accordance with their own choices. God leaves humans to their 

own decisions for what and in what ways to use the forces served in nature or the cosmos. 

Humankind can use the energy from the sun, wind, animals or anything in the cosmos 

either for good or ill, to destroy or construct; to complete their own evolution and 

character. Humans can transform the energy into life or a destructive weapon, as they did 

in the past with the atomic bomb. Humans can evolve the venom of a snake into an 

antidote or a deadly weapon. In a way, God serves power from his own. With reasoning, 

mind and free will, humankind can use that power to maintain or dispose of the life 

balance in the universe.  

It seems that a human is advanced in a degree more than other beings from the standpoint 

of the balance of power in the world. When compared to other living things and nature, 

humankind possesses a superpower in a way, by which they can change things into a 

system in Europe, or in the colonial systems in Africa. On the other hand, a human 

becomes more independent through his or her self and nature. This independence is either 

from God or to God. The more you develop your nature and self, the better you integrate 

independence to God brings him into harmony with the cosmos. Development does not 

bring mismatch, but harmony through the system in the universe, which is a higher order 

level. On the other hand, independence from God brings the destruction of the nature and 

the self, it is because the self and nature are the parts of the cosmos which requires 

harmony. 

The system of the world/nature is open to humans to change, reconstruct, or deconstruct. 
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universe; yet, no power of the devi

infinite power and his endless creation. Then, if God is eternal, no finite power can 

damage or influence him. God, who has endless knowledge and endless power to create, 

can recreate the destroyed ones endlessly. No finite force can harm God who has the 

power to create endlessly. Regardless of the outcome of all these choices, the tendency 

of the human being is always to throw the responsibility to someone else and to put the 

burden(s) of any problem on the shoulders of God. Since avoidance of responsibility 

relates to the fear of the consequences of actions, one thinks that by evading this 

accepted, the fact is that good deeds and bad deeds become the reflections of the person. 

(Shakespeare, 2002, line 2015). Because we are the good and the bad ones and all our 

actions create a circle that depends on causality in which God is outside of this action-

reaction circle, which enables a person to maintain freewill, but God still watches us very 

closely. 
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